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Abstract. Turing machine!;, are considered as recognizers of sets of infinite (o-type) sequent ES, so 
called w-languages. The basic results on such o-type Turing acceptors were presented in a 
preceding paper. This paper fircases on the theory of deterministic u-type Turing acoeptors 
(o-DTA’s) which turns out to be caatcially different from the ‘c!assical’ theory of Turing macllines. 
It is shown that there exists no o-DTA which is universal for all o-DTA’s. Two infinite con4exity 
hierarchies for o-DTA’s wre established, the ‘states hierarchy’, corresponding to the number of 
states in the machine, anu the ‘designated sets hierarchy’, correspond.ing to the number of 
designated sets of states used in the recognition. Concrete examples of w-languages charal terizing 
each of the complexity classes are exhibited. Two additional examples of interesting o-lallg:>sges 
are presented: 
(i) An lo-language which is ‘inherently non-deterministic’, i.e. can be recognized b!l a non- 
deter-in: ..s..i;stic Turing acceptor but by no deterministic acceptor. 
(ii) An o-language which cannot be recognized even by a non-deterministic Turing acceptor. 
The above examples are constructed without using diagonalization. Oscillating o-DTA’s, i.e. 
o-DTA’s which are allowed to oscillate on o-inputs, are also considered and are shown to be 
strictly more powerful than non-oscillating o-DTA’s, yet strictly less powerful than non-deter- 
ministic o-Turing acceptors. 
1. Introduction 
Infinite sequences model the behaviour of dizri + +*Pte time non-terminating proces- 
ses, such as infinite computations or cyclic computer programs. 
Infinite computations are often considered in the theory of semantics of computer 
programs. In trying to gain a better understanding of th.e behaviour of a given 
program, or in proving assertions about the program, a precise structural description 
of all non-terminating computation sequences of the program may be useful This is 
particl*‘arly true when studying the behaviour of non-deterministic programs (e.g. 
see [ll]). 
* On leave from Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa. 
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Infinite strings are also useful for describing the terminating computations of a 
program; i.e. in the study of recursive prog:ram schemes, infinite terms are often used 
to represent he ‘meaning’ of a recursive scheme, i.e. the set of all its possible 
computations [ 1, 181. 
cyclic (or continuous) computer programs are programs which are not supposed to 
ever halt, but rather run forever, provided they respond correctly to incoming stimuli 
or arising conditions [9]. Examples of cyclic programs include the ‘nucleus type’ 
programs such as operating systems, programs for synchronization of parallel 
processes, command and control systems andcommunication systems. The behaviour 
of such programs is described as viewed at selected time instances, when significant 
events occur, thus takes the form of infinite o-type sequences. The development of 
formal tools for characterizing sets of w-sequences (so called o-languages) provides 
new ways for expressing properties of time orderings of occurrences of events in such 
systems. In particular, it may lead to better methods for the specification of various 
synchronization problems, for designing efficient synchronization programs and 
proving their correctness (e.g. see [lo]). 
The theory of w-languages, initiated in [2,13,16,17] and further developed in [3, 
4,5-8, 14, 151, deals with various types of recognition devices (called o-automata) 
and also generating devices (o-grammars) for w-type languages. In particular, o-type 
Turing machines and type 0 w-grammars have been studied in [8]. 
Intuitively, an o-type Turing acceptor, ti+TA for short, is an ordinary Turing 
machine with one or many semi-infinite tapes, the o-input initially appearing on the 
first tape, and with an additional mechanism for w-type recognition. Various 
recognition mechanisms for o-strings have been defined, all in terms of the sequence 
of states entered by the machine during its infinite computation on the w-type input. 
The most powerful o-recognition mechanism, so-called ‘3-acceptance’, requires 
that, for an w-input to be recognized, the set of states entered by the machine 
infinitely many times during its computation will be one out of a given collection of 
‘designated state sets’. A (usually) weaker tynn yti of o-recognition, called ‘2.accep- 
tance’, reqr;;ires that at least one state out of a given subset of the state set will be 
entered infinitely often during the computation. 
The theory of o-Turing acceptors, developed in [S], turned out to be considerably 
different from the classical theory of Turing acceptors. Non-deterministic and 
deterministic o-TA’s were shown to differ both in their recognition power and in 
their properties. The basic results on o-TA’s, relevant to the current paper, are 
presented m Section 3 below. 
In this paper we study some complexity issues concerning the various 
wTA models. First, it is shown that the number of states in deterministic U-TA’s 
cannot be bounded. Two infinite complexity hierarchies, one corresponding to 
the number of states and the other to the number of designated state sets in 
e machines, :are established in Section 4. The complexity classes of each hierarchy 
are then illustrated by concrete and rather simple examples of o-languages, 
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each requiring at least a certain number of states (designated state sets) to be 
recognized. 
It follows that there exists no deterministic o-TA, which is universal for all 
deterministic o-TA’s. 
While the original definition of deterministic U-TA’s (as studied in [8]) allov~s only 
for ‘non-oscillating’ machines, i.e. machines whose reading head scans each position 
on the o-input only finitely many times, in Section 5 we consider the model of 
‘oscilh~ting’ deterministic w-TA’s. These are deterministic w-TA’s which are allowed 
to oscillate, but which can accept an o-input only via a non-oscillating computation. 
Such machines can be viewed as equipped with an extra mechanism fo,r recognizing 
oscillations in an infinite computation. In Section 6, we exhibit a concrete xample of 
an o-language, which is recognizable by an oscillating deterministic o-TA, but which 
cannot be recognized by a non-oscillating machine of this type. Thus the oscillating 
deterministic o-TA’s are strictly more powerful than the non-oscillating ones, yet 
they are shown to be still less powerful than the non-deterministic w-TA’s. In Section 
7 we exhibit a concrete and simple example (involving no diagonalization) of an 
o-language LC, which is ‘inherently non-deterministic’, i.e. is recognizable by a 
non-deterministic w-T& but is not recognizable by any deterministic o-TA (of 
either variety), 
Finally, in Section 8 an example of an o-language LN which is not recogilizable by 
any U-TA (deterministic or not) is given; this o-language is defined without using the 
diagonalization technique. 
2. PreliGkmies 
The terminology and notation used in this paper are mostly taken from [ 121. 
A finite string (word) over alphabet X is any sequence AC = ]-if= 1ai, ai E 2, i = 
1 ..,k,k=O,l,.... k = Ix 1 is the length of x ; E denotes the empty string and C* 
dkhotes the set of all finite strings over Lr. 
For any set S, let ISI denote the cardinality of S. Let N denote the set of natural 
numbers. 
Definition 1. For any alphabet 2, let C” denote all infinite (o-length) strings 
l-l 
00 
u= i=lCli,aiE~,OVerY~ r Any member CT of C” is called an U-W& or o-strirrg. An 
o-language is any subset of .X? For any language L c C *, define: 
03 
L”= (TE.Z?‘I(T= n xi,whereforeachi,&fXrEL . 
i=l I 
d” consists of all o-strings obtained by concatenating words from L in an infinite 
sequence (note that if L = {E) then L” = 8). 
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For any u E Z”, a = n; 1 ai, ai E C define for each j 2 1, 
U/j = fi ai, j\a = fi ai, a(j) = aj 
I= I i=j+l 
and also a/O = E, O\u = 0. 
The following is the standard definition of a Turing machine with a single 
semi-infinite tape ([ 123). 
Definition 2. A Turing machine (T&4) is a 5tuple M = (K, 2, r, S, 40) where: K is a 
finite set of states, Zs is a finite input alphabet, r is a finite tape alphabet s.t. C c r, 90 
is the initial state, and S is a mapping from K x r to subsets of K X rx {L9 R, S}. A 
configuration of M is the Stuple (9, cr, i), where 9 E K, u E P’ and i is a natural 
number. The relations I-M and t--L are defined as usual. 
An m-tape Turing machine (m-TM), m 22, consists of a finite control and m 
semi-infinite tapes, each with a separate reading head. The moves are defined in the 
usual way [ 121. We assume that initially the input appears on the first tape and the 
other tapes are blank. 
In the sequel, unless otherwise specified, by an m-TM we shall mean an m-tape 
machine for m 2 1, i.e. a single tape TM (m = 1) will also be included as a special case. 
Definition 3. Let A4 = (K, Z, P, 3, 90) be a TM and let c E Cy. An infinite sequence of 
configurations r = {(Si, yi, ji)}i_ 21 is called a r*un of M on Q iff: 
ial (91, y1, jl) = (90, a; li; 
(b) for each i 2 l(qi9 ‘yi, ji)EM(qi+l, ?$+I, 
I is called complete (c) also 
Vn 1, 3k 2 1 s.t. jk > n ; 
A complete is called oscillating in addition, 
2 s.t. VI 2 1 3k > 1 s.t. jk = no. 
A is complete 
Vn 312 1 jk for k 1. Thus a 
to ;n infinite computation 1M on a M scans each 
square the tape 
.A computation1 which does not correspond to complete be either finite 
in c:ase on a, or else corresponds to an infinite 
j + 1 s.t. the reading head on input u never leaves the 
initial segment a/ jc,. 
The notion of c.n.o. run for an m-TM is defined similarly as for single tape 
achines. Here 21 c.n.o. run means an infinite computation of the machine on o-input 
g which t,!ach square on the first tape (on which the input initially appears) is 
only finitely many times. There is no such restriction for the other tapes. 
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We now define a special state in which the machine simply traverses the w-input 
from left to right. 
Definition 4. Let 1M = (K, 2, r”, S, qO) be a TM. A state qT E K is a tmme state iflF 
&I E r, &qT, a) = {(ST, a, RN* 
Clearly, if during its computation on o-input a; M enters a traverse sta.te, then A4 
will have a c.n.o. run regardless of the contents of the remaining unscanned part of U. 
Definition 5. Let M = (K, 2, r, S, qO) be an an-TM. For any run J of 1M, on some 
o-input a; define INS&) as the set of all states entered by A4 infinitely n;Any times 
during run r (the subscript 1M will be omitted whenever M is understood). 
Definition 6. An m-tape o-type Turing Acceptor (m-w-TA), m a 1, is a 6-tuple 
A4 = (K, 2, r, S, qo, F), where M’ = (K, 2, r, S, qO) is an m-TM and F c 2” is the 
collection of designated state sets. M will sometimes be denoted by (M’, F),. 
An m-o-TA 1M = (M’, F) is deterministic iff A4’ is a deterministic m-TM. 
There are several distinct ways in which o-type machines can recognize an 
u-input. We now define five o-recognition modes, so called the ‘i-acceptance’ 
modes, for i = 1, l’, 2,2’ and 3, first introduced by Landweber [13] w.r.t. finite state 
o-acceptors. 
Definition 7. Let 1M = (K, 2, r, 8, qo, F) be an m-o-TA(w-TA) where F G 2K. 
Define: 
T&U) = {a E C” 1 there exists a c.n.o. run of ik2 on 0 during which 
M enters at least once a state in some set of Fjt, 
r&U) = {a E C” 1 there exists a c.n.o. run of h/l on u and a 
designated state set H E F s.t. all states entered by 1M 
during this run are in H} 
T*(M) = {U EC” 1 there exists a c.n.o. run r of M on CT s.t. 
INS(r) n H # p) for some H E F}, 
7’*(M) = ((r E C” 1 there exists a c.n.o. run r of M on 0 s.t. 
INS(r) c H for some H E F}, 
&(M) = ,(CT E C” 1 theri.: exists a c.n.o. run r of M on (T s.t. 
INS(r) = H for some H E F}. 
Ti(M), i = 1, l’, 2,2’, 3, is the w-language i-accepted by M. 
Note that w.r.t. l-acceptance and %acceptance, one may assume w.1 o.g. that the 
m-o-TA has only a single designated state set. 
The above definitions are ilktrated by the following example: 
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Example 1, Consider infinite sequences over C ={a, b, c} of the form 
ay,a2yza3y3 l l l a’yi l l l , where Vi 3 1 yi E {b, c}. Define the following o-languages: 
L()= fi a’yi)Vi=l,...,yi=boryi=c , 
i = 1 I 
L1 = LO n (Z*bS*)” (‘b’ must appear infinitely many times)? 
Lz= LonZ*(a*ba*)” (‘b’ appears infinitely many times but ‘c’ 
appears only finitely many times). 
Let iW be a TM with a set of working states & and three special states qb, qc, qT. 
Given input 0 E Z@, 1M operates as follows: 
(1) Using the states of K1, 1M checks that G is of the required form and that each 
section of ‘a”~ is of length one more than the previous section of ‘a”~; if not, jW 
enters the traverse state qT in which it will keep moving right forever. 
(2) M enters state qb or qc whenever it scans a new square with symbol ‘b’ or ‘c’ 
respectively. 
Now let Fl= K1 u {qb, qC}; then the w-TA M1 = (M, {,!!I}) I’-accepts LO, while the 
w-TA M2 = M {{qb)b 2 -accepts L1. If we define M3 = (M, (F2)) with Fz = K1 u{qb}, 
then ~~~(~~) = 7’g(M3) = L2; however, defining 1M3 = (M, F) tiith F = {F1, &}, we 
obtain 7!$(M3) = LO whereas T,(M,) = L1. 
Convention. S-Acceptance, being the most commonly used as well as the most 
powerful of the above i-acceptance modes (e.g. see [3,4,6-8,13,16] and Theorem 3 
below) will subsequently be our standard definition of o-acceptance, and will be 
referred to simply as acceptance. T3(M), the o-language accepted by M, will be 
denoted by T(M) (subscript 3 omitted). 
Definition 8. Two m-o-TA’s M and M’ will be called equivalent (i-equivalent for 
i = 1, l’, 2,2’) iff T(M) = T(M’) (z(M) = F(M’)). 
Note that by the above definition of acceptance (or i-acceptance) in o-TA’s, an 
o-input u may be accepted only via a c.n.o. run, that is, an incomplete or oscillating 
run on CT cannot lead to acceptance, regardless of the sequence of states entered by 
the machine during the run. 
Definition 9. An m-o-TA M is said to possess Property C iff for every u E 2“’ there 
exists a c.n.o. run of M on O. 
Note that a non-deterministic m-w-TA with Property C may still have oscillating or 
incomplete runs. In fact, every m-w-TA M without Property C may easily be 
converte!d into an equivalent m-w-TA M’ with Property C, ’ it,; obtained from 
by adding a new traverse state qT, in which M’ just keeps moving right on the input 
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tape. M’ may choose to enter qT at the beginning of its computation and stay in that 
state forever, or else 1M’ imitates A4 on the given w-input. 
It follows that Property C is not very meaningful w.r.t. non-deterministic w-Turing 
acceptors. As for deterministic machines, the distinction between machines with and 
I without Property C is most significant as will be explained below. 
Let M be a deterministic o-TA. If 1M has Propperty C, then for each o-input G, the 
unique run of MT on u must be c.n.o. Hence 1M is a machine which never oscillates on 
any o-input. 
On the other hand, if M does not have Property C but is non-oscillating, i.e. has no 
oscillating runs on any o-input, then an equivalent deterministic o-TA A4’ with 
Property C can be constructed from 1M. LM’ will imitate A4 while counting the steps, 
so as to be able to detect an infinite loop in ti ‘X run. Once 1M is found to be in an 
infinite loop, or else if 1M halts after a finite number of steps, M’ will enter a new 
non-final traverse state, in which it will scan through the rest of the input. 
Thus, we have: 
Proposition 1. For every non-oscillating deterministic o-TA, there can be constructed 
a deterministic o-TA with Property C which is i-equivalent to Mforeach i = i’, 2,2’, 3. 
It follows that deterministic o-TA’s which never oscillate are equivalent o those 
with Property C. 
As for deterministic o-TA’s with oscillations (i.e. those which might have oscillat- 
ing runs), it will be shown in Section 5 that they are strictly more powerful than the 
non-oscillating ones. This can be better understood if we view the oscillating 
machines as equipped with an extra mechanism for distinguishing oscillating runs 
from non-oscillating runs (since by definition, acceptance can occur only for non- 
oscillating runs). 
We shall henceforth distinguish between the two families of deterministic w- 
TA’s-the non-oscillating deterministic O-TA’s (i.e. those which never oscillate on 
any o-input), bearing in mind that such machines can always be converted into 
equivalent machines with Property C, and the oscillating deterministic o-TA’s. 
Notation. A deterministic o-TA with Property C will be denoted by w-DTA while a 
determkiistic oscillating o-TA will be denoted by w-OS-DTA. The family of w- 
languages accepted by o-DTA’s [w-OS-DTA’s] will be denoted by DTML, [os- 
DTMLI. 
Let TYPIY, denote the family of al-languages accelpted by o-TA’s. 
The rr;ota.?lon TYPE&,, originates from a characterization of the o=TA languages 
as the w-laeiguages generated by type 0 o-grammars [g]. 
0. An o-language is o-regular iff L is of the form uf=, AiBy, where 
k = 1,2,. . . and Ai, Bi, 1 G i 6 k, are regular languages. 
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o-regular languages have been characterized as the o-languages accepted by 
deterministic (non-deterministic) o-type finite state acceptors [3,4, 163. 
3. A summary of previous resulbs 
The models of U-TA and of U-DTA (with Property C) have been extensively 
studied in [IS]. We shall present here a brief summary of those results which are 
relevant to the present paper. 
The theorems listed in this section are all taken from [8]. 
For each i = 1, l’, 2,2’, let Ai-DTML, denote the family of o-languages i_ 
accepted by w-DTA’s. 
Theorem 1. Every w-language in Ai-DTML, (i = 1, I’, 2,2’) can be i-accepted by a 
three-state w-DTA with a single designated set. 
In Section 4 it is shown that the above result cannot be extended to 3-acceptance in 
o-DTA’s. However, we do have an analogous result for nondeterministic o-T&s. 
Theorem 2. Each W-TA can be replaced by an equivalent o-TA with only two states 
and a single designated set. 
A comparison among the various i-acc:eptance modes for o-DTA’s was made, 
yielding the following hierarchy of fam;.iies Ai-DTML,. 
Theorem 3. (a) The family of w-regular languages is incomparable with each of the 
families Ai-DTML,, i = 1, l’, 2,2’. All of the above families are properly contained in 
DTML,. 
(b) A2-DTML, and AZ-DTML, are incomparable and both properly contain 
Al-DTML, and Al’-DTML,. 
By contrast, for nondeterministic machines all i-acceptance modes, i = 
1, l’, 2,2’, 3, turned out to be equivalent. 
Theorem 4. For each i = 1, I’, 2,2’, the class of o-languages i-accepted by o-T&s 
coincides with TY PECP,. 
The next result implies that for each oscillating o-TA there can be constructed an 
equivalent non-oscillating o-TA. 
. Every o-TA can be replaced by an equivalent (2-equivalent) w-TA in 
which every run on every o-input is c.n.0. 
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W.r.t. each machine type, multitape machines are no more ?ow~rful than single 
tape machines. 
Theorem 6. For m 22, each m-w-TA [m-o-DTA] can be replaced by an equivalent 
(i-equivalent for i = 1, l’, 2,2’) U-TA [w-DTA]. 
The folding process. We now define a process of ‘fogA &ding forward’ a Turing machine 
semi-infinite tape so that all information written on the tape is continuously carried 
forward, and thus can be retrieved without having to re-scan the initial segment of 
the tape. This ‘folding process’ (which was also used in [S]), will enable us to simulate 
an oscillating o-TM by a non-oscillating one. However, the simulation will not 
always result in an equivalent machine, as will be explained below. 
Definition 11. Let u and q be infinite tapes over alphabet r, where 7 is a two-track 
tape. We say that q is a k-folded version of 0 iff: 
(a) for k ~j 6 2k - 2, q(j) contains o(j) on its first track and a(2k -j - 1) on its 
second track. 
(b) for 2k - 2 6 j, q(j) contains a(j) on its first track. 
Let tzr=nz 1 ai, aj E 2; then k\v contains a with its initial segment nl l l l ak-1 
folded forwards as is shown in Fig. 1 
c: / ak ” ’ a2k-2 a2k_l. 
x x “-x ak m”a2k_2 a2k-1”’ 
77: x x..*.x ak_1 ’ ’ ’ a1 x . . . 
Fig. 1. 
We say that Turing machine 1M k-folds CT if 1M turns CT into its k-folded version v. 
Lemma 1 (Folding process). For every TM _IM there cm be constructed a TM MI 
which simulatesMon every a-inputain such a way thatfxsomefixed integer1 r 0, for 
every i > 2, once M reaches q(i), within the next 1 steps Ml leaves the initial segment 
u/i - 1 and never returns to it. 
Proof. A41 simulates IV on a; for each i - > 2, whenever M scans a(i) for the first time, 
A41 will create the i-folded version of 1M’s tape, on which it will continue the 
simulation. Note that for i 2 3., whenever A4 reaches a(i) fol- the first time, the tape of 
1M is already i - 1 folded in MI, thus to obtain the i-folded version of the tape, 1M1 has 
to shift the initial segment containing 2;quares 1, . . . , i - 1, which is written back- 
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wards on its second track, 2 squares to the right on the second track, and then copy 
the contents of square i - 1 of the first track onto square i on the second track, as is 
illustrated in Fig. 2. 
i - 1 folding 
i-folding 
R-1 ai ai+l ’ l a a2i-3 Q2i-2 
Fig. 2. 
Remark 1. (1) Note that machine lM1 constructed in Lemma 1 above will have a 
c.n,o. run corresponding to leach complete run of M Thus IW1 may also accept an 
w-input u by simulating am oscillating run of A4 on a. Only in case IU is a 
non-oscillating machine will fthe construction of lM1 above yield a machine equivalent 
to IM. 
(2) The above folding process can be utilized to show that oscillating w-DTA’s 
which cannot recognize oscillations are j, 1st as powerful as non-oscillating w-DTA’s. 
That is, if we changed the definition of acceptance s.t. complete oscillating runs 
would also be considered as possibly accepting runs, then the folding process could 
be used to convert any oscillating w-DTA into an ‘equivalent’ (in the new sense) 
a,-DTA with Property C. 
Lemma 2 (Relative folding process). Let M be an m-TM and let ac and p be two of M’s 
working tapes. Then there can be constructed an equivalent m-TM Ml with the 
following property : for some fixed integer l> 0, when given an o-input o, Ml simulates 
Mon crs.t. foreach i 2 2, within at most 1 computation steps after position CY (i) has been 
reached for the first time on tape cy, MI’s reading head on p will be to the right of position 
p (i - 1) and will never again return to the initial segment p/i - 1. 
Proof. The proof resembles that of Lemma 1 above; however, here whenever M 
reached cy (i) for the first time, Ml i-folds p. 
ote that the relative folding process described in Lemma 2 may also be applied in 
case M and p are two tracks of the same working tape rather than two tapes. In both 
cases we sipy that the relative folding process is applied to ,B w.r.t. CY. 
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4. Complexity hierarchies for non-oscillating deterministic QJ-TA’s - 
As stated in Theorem 1, for each i = 1, l’, 2, Z’, every o-DTA can be replaced by an 
i-equivalent o-DTA with only three states and a single designated set. A similar 
result holds for non-deterministic o-TA’s, where two states uffice for recognizing all 
o-languages in TYPEO, (Theorem 2). As is shown in Section 5, two states also 
suffice in the case of oscillating deterministic w-TA’s. However, it turns out that no . 
such result holds w.r.t. 3-a ceptance in non-oscillating o-DTA’s, as here one cannot 
bound the number of states in the machines. 
In this section it is shown that there exists no w-DTA which is universal for all 
U-DTA’s. Two infinite complexity hierarchies for w-DTA’s are established, one 
corresponding to the number of states and th- second corresponding to the number 
of designated state sets in the machine. Concrete examples of o-languages charac- 
terizing the classes in each of the two complexity hierarchies are exhibited. 
4.1. The state complexity hierarchy 
Ikfinitiob 1 2. Let DTMS(n), denote the class of o-languages which are accepted 
by o-DTA’s with at most n states. 
We will show that the classes DTMS(n), constitute an infinite hierarchy of 
o-language families within DTML,. This hierarchy will be called ;he ‘state complex - 
ity ’ hierarchy. 
Theo&-em 7. For every integer n > 0 there can be found an integer m > n and an 
o-language L s.t. LEDTMS(m), -DTMS(n jw i.e. L is recognized by an m-state 
o-DTA but cannot be recognized by any w-DTA with n or less states. 
Prook Let K be a set of n states and let {Sj}fl”i be any enumeration of all subsets of 
2K, where Z(n) = 2*“. Let {A&=1 be an effective enumeration of all pairs (M’, F’), 
where 1M’ is a DTM with K as the set of states and F’ c 2K. Define KM = U:zi K(j), 
where for 1 <j G I(n), K”‘= ’ {q” 1 q E K}. For 1 C jG l(n), define for D G K’” 
proj(D) = (4 E K 1 q‘” E D’). Define the ti-DTA M = (KM u H, 2, r, 6, qo, FM),), 
where H is an auxiliary set of working states1 s.t. H r, KM = 0, 40 E H and FM = 
Uf”i {D u D’ 1 D’ c H5 D c K”’ and proj(D) B Sj}. For o-input O’l”, 1M generates an 
encoding of machine 1Mi = (M’, F’), and for j. s.t. F’ = Sjo9 M simulates Mi in states 
from k”j”’ The tape of M is divided into two tracks: a-the input track and p-the . 
working track. Every single simulation step OR the p track is followed by a move of 
one. square to the right on the ar track:, which, in turn, is followed by a corresponding 
folding process of the p track w.r.t. the currently scanned square on the cy track 
(Lemma 2). In case Mi halts on 0’ l”, M stops the simulation, enters a traverse state 
and continues moving to the right on the cy track. Otherwise, by definition a = 0’ 1” E 
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T(M,) it’f INS(a) E Sj (Definition 5j, then if the run of 1Mi on 0’1” is c.n.o. 0’1” E 
T(M’) iff O’lwe T(M). Hence T(M) # T(Mi) for all Mi which have Property C (since 
iM itself does not oscillate, the simulation of oscillating machines is irrelevant). It 
follows that T(M) E DTMS(m), - DTMS(n),, where m = IKM uH[ is of order 
n l 22n. 
Coroky 1. For each integer n 3 1 there can be found an integer m > n s.t. 
DTMS(n), 5 DTMS(m), s DTML,. 
Codary 2. There exists no universal wDTA. 
4.2. me designated set complexity hierarchy 
Ddinition 13. Let DTMF(n), denote the class of o-languages which are accepted 
by o-DTA’ s with at most n designated sets. 
The ‘designated set complexity’ hierarchy in DTML, will be now established. 
Theorem 8. For every integer n 2 1 there can be found an integer m > n and an 
w-language L s.t. L E DTMF(m), - DTMF(n), i.e. L is recognized by an o-DTA with 
m designated sets but cannot be recognized by any w-DTA with n or less designated 
sets. 
Proof. The proof resembles the proof of Theorem 7 above. Let {Mi}ial be an 
effective enumeration of all the pairs (n/AI’, Fi), where 1M’ is a DTM and F’ is a 
collection of designated state-sets of !W s.t. IF’1 s n.Define an o-DTA M = 
(K w H, 2, r, 6, qo, FM), where H is an auxiliary set of working states, 
HnK=0, q0EH, K={&),q$Ilbj~n} and FM-=2K”H-F, 
where P = (D u D’ 1 D’ c H, D G K and there exists j, 1 s j s n, s.t. q(ci’ E D, q$’ B D). 
For o-input O’l”, M generates an encoding of jWi = (iM’, F’) and simulates Mi on 
O’I”. Suppose F’ = {Di)fEl where 2 G n. The tape of iW is divided into 2 tracks: 
cu-the input track and p-the working track. The simulation of i’@ is carried out in 
the set H of working states. Each simulation step is followed by a book-keeping 
phase, a single move to the right on the a track and then a corresponding folding 
process of the p track w.r. t. the currently scanned square on the cy track (Lemma 2). 
‘We now describe the book-keeping phase. Let 4 be the state entered by Mi in the 
mosj recent simulation step. Then during the book-keeping phase, 1M will pass 
through all of the followir,g states in an arbitrary sequence: 
ia) 4:’ for all 1 s j s I s.t. 4 E Dj and s.t. in case state &’ has been entered before, 
then since the last time &’ has been entered, 1Mi has accomplished another pass 
through all states of Di; 
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(b) &) for all 1 s j 5: I s.t. 48 Q. In case Mi halts on Oil”, A4 stops the simulation 
and continues moving right on the Q! track in a traverse state of H. By the definition of 
A4, if the run of Mi on 0’1” is c.n.o., 0’1” E T(rY&) iff 0’1”~ T{M). As in Theorem 7 
above, 1M has Propert:y C and T(M) E DTMF(m), - DTMF(n),, where m = IFMI,. 
Corollary 3. For each integer n 2 1 there can be found an integer m > n s.t. 
DTMF(n ), S DTMF( m )tO s DTML,. 
3.3. Concrete examples representing the complexity classes 
We shall now define two families of o-regular languages which cut across both the 
state-complexity and the designated set complexity hierarchies. 
Definitim 14. Let K = {qi}rz1 be a set of n elements. Define a binary enumeration 
function BE:2K-+{1 , . . . ,2”} as follows: for H cK let BE(H) = 
1 +Cy=, 6H(qi)2’-*, where S,(qi) = 1 if 4i E H and 0 otherwise. 
BE enables us to effectively enumerate all subsets H of K, according to increasing 
value of BE(H); this enumeration will be called the binary enumeration of” 2! - - 
The binary enumeration has the following property: if K = {qi}y= 1 and S = {qi]*L 1, 
where m > n, and {Si)j’m) =I, I(m) = 2”, is the binary enumeration of 2’, then {Sji}*fC=nj, 
l(n) = 2”, is the binary enumeration of 2K. 
Definition 15. Let C = {a, 61. For each o E (a’b)” define the set of repe:itiori! 
numbers: 
RN(o) = @ 1 the subword ba ‘b appears infinitely many times in a}. 
Let N={l,2,..., n} and let {K’}fFi, where l(n) = 2*“, be the enumeration of all 
subsets of 2N, obtained by using twice the binary enumeration. Define: 
LS(n) = {a’ba 11 s q s I(n), CT E (a’b)” and RN(a) E &}. 
LS(n) is an o-regular language which can be recognized by an w-type deterministic 
finite state automata:\ Gth about n l 2*” states. 
Theorem 9. For each integer n > 0 there can be found an integer mo > n such that for 
each m 2 mo, ES(m) B DTMS(n),, i.e. every o-DTA Fecognizing LS(m) must have 
more than n states. 
Proof. Let mo be the nulaber for which, by Theorem 7, DTMS(n + 
2)@ 5 DTMS(mo),. Suppose there exists an n-state o-DTA M = (M’, F’) that accepts 
LS(mo), where M’ = (K’, 2, r, S, (~0). Let K = {si}zl and let {Si}i(=“;o), Z(mo) = 2’““, be 
the enumeration of 22K, obtained by using twice the binary enumeration. With the 
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aid of o-DTA 1M, for each mO-state w-DTA 1M1= (A& Fi ) we are now able to 
construct an (n +2)-state U-DTA lMz that accepts T(Mi). Mz has 2 tracks, CY, on 
which input o is initially written and p, initially blank. The states of 1M2 are the states 
of M with the addition of two working states. Given an input a; A& writes aqb on 0, 
where F; = S4’ Then J’& simulates M1 on the a! track step by step with the working 
states. While simulating Ml on CY, 1M2 keeps writing on p (as described below), and in 
parallel Mz simulates 1M on p, with the contents written on p regarded as input to IV. 
Each simulation step of :Vl by A& is followed by the addition of string a’b to the 
non-blank prefix of p, where j is the index of state si entered by Ml in that step; then 
follows the simulation of a single move of M on p which is carried out via the 
corresponding states of I&. Adding to each designated set in F’ the two working 
states of M2 we derive a set of designated sets for A& s.t. g E T(I&) iff IN&,&) E S, 
(Definition S), therefore T(&) = T(Mi). Thus our assumption LS(mo) E DTMS(n), 
yields DTMS( mo), c DTMS(n + 2),, which contradicts the choice of mo. A similar 
argument works for all m 2 mo. 
Corollary 4. For each integer n 2 2, DTMS(n), is incommensurate with the class of 
u -regular languages. 
Definition 16. For each m = 1,2,. . . define 
LF(m)= {a= i xjClWj=i,2,..., xj=a’l or Xj=b’i for lsijsm, and 
j=l Sk, 1 s k suit, s.t. the subword ca ‘C appears 
infinitely many times in u and the subword cb’c 
appears only finitely many times in a). 
One can easily verify that for each m LF(m) is an o-regular language. We now 
show that for any integer n > 0 there can be found an integer m > n, s.t. the w-set 
LF(m) cannot be recognized by an w-DTA with n or less designated state sets. 
Theorem 10, For each integer n > 0 there can be found an integer m. > n, s. t. for each 
m 2 mo, LF(m) e DTMF(n),. 
Proof, The proc! resembles that of Theorem 9 above. Let mo be the number for 
which, by Theorem 8, DTMF(n) w 5 DTMF(mo)w. Suppose there exists an o-DTA 
IM = (N’, H) accepting LF(mo), where lHl= n. Given an u-DTA 1Ml= (M;, F’), 
where F’= (Fi 121, we are now able to construct an P?-DTA M; in DTMF(n), 
accepting T(Mr). Here too & has two tracks: LY, containing the input word, on which 
the simulation of MI is carried out in two working states and 6, initially filled with 
blanks. Each time Mi completes a cycle through all the states in F;:, & adds a jc on p 
(on the right of the non-blank portion) and each time Mi is in a state out of 5, & 
adds b”c on p. Mz operates exactly as the corresponding w-DTA in Theorem 9 but in 
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case a new letter on 9 is required, which is not yet available, & delays the simulation 
of M on p until the next writing, of a ‘c or b%, ow p takes place. Adding, the two 
working states to all the designated sets of iM we obtain an o-DTA Mr2 with n 
designated sets that accepts T(Ml). Hence LF(mo) E DTMF(n),. Similarly 
LF(m) E DTMF(n), for each m 3 mo. 
Corollary 5. For each integer n 2 1, DTMF(n), is incommensurate with the C!W.T of 
o-regular languages. 
5. Oscillating deterministic a-TA’s 
In this section we consider deterministic o-TA’s which may oscillate (U-OS-DTA’s) 
but which accept only via non-oscillating runs. As explained before, we can view 
these machines as equipped with an extra mechanism for recognizing oscillations in 
an infinite run. We show here that this extra mechanism does add power to the 
machines. That is, o-OS-DTA’s are indeed more powerful than the non-oscillating 
o-DTA’s, and differ considerably in their properties. 
In studying the variants of w-OS-DTA’s we reveal a definite resemblanlce of their 
properties with those of non-deterministic o-TA’s (Theorems 2 and 4). However, 
the two families are not equivalent; in fact it is shown that non-deterministic o-TA’s 
are strictly more powerful than oscillating deterministic o-TA’s. 
Theorem 11. For every m-w-os-DTA and for each i, i = 1, l’, 2,2’, 3, there can be 
constructed an i-equivalent w-OS-DTA. 
Proof. Let M be an m-o-os-DTA; if m > 2, all the working tapes of 1IM can be 
simulated on its second tape, yielding an i-equivalent 2-w-OS-DTA. Thus we may 
assume that 1M = (M’, F) is a 2-o-OS-DTA. Define lM1 to be an o-OS-DTA that 
simulates jV as follows. The single tape of M1 is divided into two tracks? a! and p, 
representing respectively the input tape and the working tape of M For each o-input 
a, the simulation will be carried out by M, while applying the relative fold:ing process 
(Lemma 2) for /3 w.r.t. (Y. This will guarantee that Ml oscillates only when M does. 
For each i = 1, l’, 2,2’, 3, one can define in terms of F a set of designated sets H”’ s.t. 
K((M1, J-P))) = T(M). 
Lemma 3. For each o-OS-DTA there can be constructed a l’-equicalent lw-os-DTA 
with a single designated set. 
Proof. Let M= (M’, F) be an U-OS-DTA. The o-OS-DTA MI that l’-accepts 
T&V) has its whole set of states as its only designated set. For o-input a; Mt 
simulates 1M as long as M stays within at least one of the sets in F; otherwise IM1 is 
blocked. 
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Closure under union for o-OS-DTA languages is not so straightforward. This is 
because when simulating two W-OS-DTA’s in parallel on some o-input a, one of the 
machines may accept u while the other may have an oscillating run on G. In such a 
case the simulation will result in an ,oscillating run on a, and CT will not be accepted. 
To overcome this difficulty a special construction will be used. 
Theorem 12. The class of o-languages V-accepted by o-OS-DTA’s is closed under 
ufiion. 
Proof, Let M’, M” be two o-os-DTA’s. By Lemma 3, there can be constructed two 
I’-equivalent wOS-DTA’s with single designated sets Ml = (Mi, {FI}) and 1M2 = 
(M$, {&}) respectively. Construct an m-o-OS-DTA M with 6 tapes that simulates 
both MI and A& in parallel, as follows: let a! be the input tape on which input u is 
written; pt, &-two simulation tapes on which M simulates MI and iW2 respec- 
tively. Q is copied letter after letter onto both PI and & during the simulation. Tape 6 
is the ‘step counter’, i,e. a unary counter which keeps track of the number of steps 
executed by M up to the current step, i.e. the contents of S at step i of M is the 
number i. On the remaining two tapes yl, ~2, M keeps record of its most recent visits 
to each of the squares on the PI and & tapes; specifically, yf (t = 1,2) is divided into 
segments corresponding to the squares on p r; in segment i is written a number, 
representing the contents of the step counter 3 at the time square i of PI was last 
scanned by M. 
Consider the simulation of a single move of one of the machines, say M, (t = 1 or 
2), by M &ring the simulation process. Suppose the head on tape & in this move 
scans square .:, Then M’s head on tape yl will be placed on segment i, in which a 
number n:” representing the ‘time’ (i.e. step number) when square i on p, was last 
scanned by M, is stored. Then the head on the other tape y,(s = 1 or 2, s # t) will be 
placed on the first segment of yS and will start moving right, scanning segment after 
segment on yS. For each segment scanned in turn, the number stored in it will be 
compared with ,n i”, until for the first time a number greater than n!” is encountered. 
The segment holding this number corresponds to the leftmost square j on & which 
has been scanned by M since the last time square i on & was scanned. Then the 
reading head on the input tape Q! is ‘regressed’ to square k = max(i, j), after which it 
returns back where it was. A new simulation step is then started. 
VJe claim that for each input a, M has an oscillating run on u if and only if both 
machines Ml and II42 have oscillating runs on U. To see this, suppose both Ml and 
I& have oscillating runs on u. Then there exist numbers ml and m2 s.t. machine 
M, t = I, 2, returns infinitely many times to square ta21 on its tape. By the above 
construction, M’s reading head on the input tape a! wili be ‘regressed’ to square 
k,, - max(~ 1, ~22) infinitely many times during the ,computation; this is because 
nitely many times, between two consecutive ‘visits’ Iof M’s head on square ml on 
Ps, M will have visited square m2 on &. Hence M will also have an oscillating run on 
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a. On the other hand, if at least one of the machines lM1 or & has a c.n.o. run on a, 
then by the construction above, the reading head on tape cy will not oscillate, hence M 
will1 also have a ~~1.0. run. 
Defining all the states of M as its designated state set we have T1(M) = 
TV(M) u FW2). 
Using Theorem 12, we can now prove that, unlike the case of non-oscillating 
w-DTA’s (Theorem 3), for o-OS-DTA’s all i-acceptance modes (i = 1, l’, 2,2’, 3) are 
equivalent. An analogous result was obtained for non-deterministic w-TA’s (see 
Theorem 4). 
Theorem 13. For each i = I, S, 2,2’, Ae class & bf o-languages i-accepted by 
a-OS-DTA’s equals OS-DTML,. 
Proof. Since by definition 91 and 911 are both included in Zz and in s2,, 
which in turn are subsets of OS-DTML,, it suffices to show that OS-DTML, 
c 91~ c_ 91. 
Let 1M = (M’, F) be an m-OS-DTA. Since Z?& is closed under union and T(M) = 
U&F (VM’, {H))) we may assume w.1.o.g. that M = (M’, {F}) is an a-OS-DTA with 
a single designsted set. We now construct an a-OS-DTA M1 which l’-xcel.~ts 
L = T(M). The construction will use the ‘regression point’ technique developed in 
[S] for o-TA’s. 1Ml will have a c.n.o. run only on tapes which belong to L. Given input 
CH Z”, M1 simulates 1M on C. During the simulation dM1 marks on its tape a 
‘regression point’, changing its location from time to time as is described below. In 
the beginning the regression point is on the first symbol of (r. MI returns to the 
regression point after each step of the simulated computation. If in the most recent 
step IM has passed through a state not in 1% 1M1 will shift the regression point back to 
the beginning of CK If, however, since the last time the regression point was shifted, 1M 
has passesd through all the states of F, M1 will shift the regression point to the 
rightmost symbol of CT reached so far by 1M. In all other cases the regressio,l point will 
remain where it is. 
Obviously if a~ T(M), then for each run of M on a, the regression point in the 
corresponding run of -M1 will never reach bey ‘*on:! a certain point on o, thus the run of 
lM1 on B will not be c.n.o. On the other hand, if a E T(M), then after some finite 
number of steps, the regression point will never move left to the beginning of 0, but 
will move right aI1 unbuunded number of times, and the resulting run of M1 on c will 
be c.n.0. It follows that T&K) = T(M). 
To prove that Z1l E sl, let iM = (M’, F) be an o-OS-DTA. The o-OS-DTA Ml that 
l-accepts T1#(M) has the starting state of M as its singleton designated set. For 
c-input O, M1 simulates M so long as it stays within at least one of the sets in F; 
otherwise A& is blocked. 
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In Section 4 we saw that w.r.t. 3-acceptance by non-oscillating determ- 
inistic w-TA’s there is an infinite ‘state complexity’ hierarchy corresponding to 
the number of states in the machines. As for oscillating deterministic w-TA’s, 
no such hierarchy exists; in fact, two states suffice for recognizing all o-languages 
in OS-DTML,. 
Theorem 14. Every L in OS-DTML, can be accepted (i-accepted for i = 1, l’, 2,2’) by 
a two-state w-as-DTA with a single designated set. 
Proof. Let L E OS-DTML,; then by Theorem 13 and Lemma 3 L can be 1’-accepted 
by some o-as-DTA M with a single designated set %;: We can simulate the operation 
of M, while in F, using only two states [19] and block 1M if it moves out of F. Thus a 
two &ate w-as-DTA A& with a single designated set, can be constructed s.t. 
L = z(Ml) for each i = l’, 2,2’, 3. A similar construction will yield a two state 
W-OS-DTA with a single designated set that l-accepts L. 
Theorem 15. OS-DTML, is closed under union and intersection but not under 
complemen ta tion c 
Proof, Closure under union follows from Theorems 12 and 13. Closure under 
intersection is straightforward and is done by a parallel simulation of the two given 
w-o+DTA’s. 
As for complementation, let {Mi}i 2 1 be aa effective enumeration of all two state 
U-OS-DTA’s and let L = {Oi 1” 1 0'1" E T(,%&)}; then L E OS-DTML,. By Theorem 14 
and diagonalizaGon Y-L B OS-DTML,,. 
Theorem 16. oa-DTML, 5 TYPEO,. 
Proof. Let {Mi)i,l be an effective enumeration of all two-state o-OS-DTA’s with a 
single designated set consisting of the two states. By diagonalization L = 
{Oi 1” IO’l”e Tl*(Mi)} is not in OS-DTML, (Theorem 14). We now describe a 2-a-TA 
M that 2-accepts L. For given input CT = Oil”, IU generates an encoding of machine 
Mi. Then, while reading the input u on-line fashion, IV copies u onto the working 
tape and simulates Mj on 0’ 1”. After every single step of the simulation, IU moves to 
the current position on the input tape and copies the next letter of I~ onto tlhe working 
tape. Now, 1Mi can reject u in two ways: first, by not scanning the whole tape u and 
second, by returning infinitely many times to a certain square on U. While simulating 
Mi, 1M non-deterministically guesses why 0’ 1 o is re jetted by 1Mi and operaltes accord- 
ingly. 1M non-deterministically chooses a square on its working tape and marks it, 
guessing that Mi will return to it infinitely many times. 1M simulates Mi as described 
above but passes through a special state qB each time Mi scans the marketd square. M 
accepts 0’ 1” iff either 1Mi gets blocked during its computation on u (in which case M 
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enters a final traverse state),: or if M passes infinitely many times through state qe* 
Clearly, L is accepted by 1M. 
Corollary 6. Non-deterministic o-TA’s are strictly more powerful than oscillating 
deterministic o-TA’s which in turn are strictly more powerful than non-oscillating 
deterministic w-TA’s, i.e. 
DTML, s OS-DTML, 5 TYPEO,. 
Proof. By definition DTML, is closed under complementation. The result then 
follows from Theorems 15 and 16. 
6. Two ‘inherently oscillating’ deterministic w-TA languages 
Without using the diagonalization technique we are now able to ex%bit two 
o-languages, each of which can be recognized by an oscillating deterministic o-TA 
but cannot be recognized by any non-oscillating deterministic o-TA(cu-DTA). 
Let LS(n) and LF(n) be as in Definitions 15 and 16. 
Theorem 17. Each of the o-languages 
and 
LS= 5 a”bLS(n) 
n=l 
LF= fi a”bLF(n) 
n=l 
is in OS-DTML, but not in DTML,. 
Proof. Suppose LS is in DTML, ; then for some k > c_3 there exists a k-state o-DTA 
accepting L. For every t = 1,2, . . . 9 
a’bLS(t) = LS r. atb(a+b)w, 
hence it is possible to construct for each t a k-st@e w-DTA accepting LS(t) (by 
extending the tape alphabet P), which contradicts Theorem 9. It follows that 
LS ps DTML,. Similarly by Theorem 10 LF E DTML,,. 
We will now describe the a-OS-DTA that 1’-accepts LF. Using the ‘regression 
point’ technique of Theorem 13, one can effectively construct for each m 2 I and 
Z, 1~ 1~ m, an o-OS-DTA that l’-accepts 
LF(m, !) = (a E LF(m) ithe subword ca’c appears infinitely many times in c 
and the subword cb’c appears only finitely many 
times.). 
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Following the method in the proof of Theorem 12, one can construct an o-OS-DTA 
MF which, given an w-input of the form u = a “‘ObuI, simulates on g1 the U-OS-DTA 
that 1’0accepts ur”=; LF(mo, I) and ti-rus 1’-accepts LF. 
Similarly, one can construct an o-OS-DTA that 1’-accepts LS. 
7. An ‘inherently non-deterministic’ o-TA language 
To illustrate the limitations of deterministic o-TA’s we now exhibit a simple 
w-language, involving no diagonalization, which is ‘inherently non-deterministic’ i.e. 
is recognized by a non-deterministic w-TA but not recognizable by any type of 
deterministic o-TA. 
Theorem 18. The w-language 
LC={a E (a’b)” 1 3j0 s.?. the subword ba’Ob appears infinitely many times 
in a) 
is an w-TA language which cannot be recognized by any deterministic w-TA (with or 
without oscillations); i.e. 
L E TYPEQ, - OS-DTML,. 
Proof. The wTA which accepts IX guesses j. at the beginning of its computation 
and then scans the input from left to right, entering a designated state @ each time the 
subword ba ‘Ob is encountered. 
If LC belonged to OS-DTML,, then, as in Theorems 9 and 10 we could follow the 
argument in the proof of OS-DTML w sTYPEO, (Theorem 16) and build an 
w-as-DTA di that accepts L = (0’1” 10ilwe 7’lp(Mi)}, where {M,}El is an effective 
enumeration of all two state o-OS-DTA’s with single designated set. fi would write 
a% on the second track p whenever the simulated 1Mi entered square j on its tape, 
and in parallel a would simulate the o-OS-DTA for LC on p. Thus, via LC A? would 
check whether there is a square to which jWi returned infinitely many times. Since 
LB OS-DTML, (Theorem 14) we have a contraction. 
Remark 2. The &J-kinguages LC and LF above can each be recognized by an m-type 
non-erasing non-deterministic stack automaton [121. 
. What non-deterministic o-TA’s cannot recognize 
Lastly, we define, again withou? diagonalization, an o-language outside TYPEO,, 
i.e. not recognizable by any &TA. 
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Definition 17, Let M = (K, X9 rS 8. an, F) be an o-TA. Define the degree of non- 
determinkm of .iV to be max((S(q, a, A)( 1 (q, a, A) E K x (2 u (e)) x 43. 
The next lemma states that the degree of non-determinism in W-TA’s can be 
bounded by 2. 
Lemma 4. Every o-language L in TYPEO, can be 2-accepted by an o-TA with 
degree of non-determinism at most 2. 
Proof. By Theorem 4 every L in TYPEO,, can be 2-accepted by an W-TA. Using the 
standard method, one can reduce the degree of non-determinism by successively 
splitting the sets S (q, a, A) into two halfs and adding transient states. By definition of 
2-acceptance there is no need to change the designated state sets. 
Definitiorie IS. Define the o-language LN over alphabet Z’ = {a, b} as follows: 
LN = u = fi ck 1 tlk, ck E Z, and there exist no two sequences of increasing 
k=l 
integers {r(j)}pI and {I(j)};1 satisfying for each j 2 1: 
(l(j) + 1)2’(i+l)-‘Ci) -lSr(j+l)S(l(j)+2)2’“+“-‘“‘-2 
l and such that for each j 2 1, clti) = b! . 
I 
Theorem 19. LNe TYPEO,, i.e. LN cannot be recognized by a non-deterministic 
ecu-TA. 
Proof. By Lemma 4 and Theorem 5 every o-language in TYPEO, can be 2- 
accepted by an o-TA with degree of non-determinism no greater than 2, in which 
each run on evtl y input is c.n.o. Let L = {Oi 1” IO’ lw~ &(Mi)}, where {Mi}: 1 is an 
effective enumeration of all o-TA’s with degree of non-determinism 2 at most. By 
diagonalization LeTYFEO,. We shall now show how, by assuming LN to be in 
TYPEO,, one can construct an w-TA accepting L, leading to ;3~ contradiction. 
Thus, suppose LN E TYPEO,, and let MLN be an &‘A that 2-accepts LN. 
First, let us construct a 2-o-TA M that for any given input o and o-TA Ml = 
(K1, 2, &, St, qb), simulates imultaneously all possible runs of MI on u, assuming 
the degree of non-determinism of MI is at most 2. M leaves the input unchaged. The 
working tape cy will contain a description of a breadth-first spanning of the infinite 
binary tree T, representing all possible runs of Ml on u. Tape QI is divided into 
‘blocks’; each node in the tree Twill be represented by a block on tape LX. Each node 
at level n + 1 of T cZn’l’esponds to a particular sequence of n moves of Ml (the 
beginning of a run on a), represented by the path from the root leading to that node. 
The configuration of MI after this particular sequence has been completed is 
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described in the corresponding block on tape CY. The block contains: 
(a) the state 4 of MI ; 
(b) the position j of MI on the tape; 
(c) the first n squares on MI’s tape. 
Each node in the tree has precisely two sons, representing the two possible next 
moves. In case ]S&, a, A)1 = 1, where A is the symbol currently scanned by Ml, then 
the first son will represent he single next move while the second son, and also all of its 
descendants, will be marked by a special symbol X. If i&(4, CE, A)1 = 0, then both sons 
as well as their descendants will be marked by X. A node marked by X will be 
represented on a~ by a block containing X alone. 
In phase n of the simulation M has to deal with up to 2” possible next moves 
corresponding to level n + 1 in the tree; thus iW adds 2” new blocks on the right of the 
non-written portion of ttz. 
Let us enumerate the blocks on tape cy in order of their appearance; we have 
(1) Forn=1,2,..., the 2” possible configurations of MI after n moves (level 
n + 1 in the tree) are represented by blocks numbered from I:=;’ 2’ + 1 to C:= 1 2: i.e. 
frCMn2”-1 to2”“_2. 
(2) For l~k~2” and m > n, the kth block at level yt + 1 (numbered xy:: 2’ + k) 
has 2mpn ‘descendant’ blocks after m - rz further moves of Mr. The numbers of these 
blocks are in the range from 2” + (Jc - 1)2”-” - ! to 2” + k2”‘-” -2. 
Now, every 2-accepting run in MI defines two sequences: first, A = {r(j)}: I-the 
set of indices of all steps in the run in which 441 was found in its designated state set. 
This sequence in turn defines another se+rence B = {Z(j)}: I-the set of block 
numbers in M which correspond to sequence A, i.e, Z(j) is the number of the block 
that represents MI’s configuration at step r(j) of the run. This block corresponds to 
node number I( j)-(2”“- 2) at level r(j) + 1 of the tree T. By the above, the 
following inequality ties the B-sequence lements: for j 2 1, 
2 rlr+i)+(l(j)_2'(j)_+1)2f(i+i)-'(i)-l~I(j+1) 
s2 r( j+l) + (z( j) _  2’(i)+2)2r(j+*)-‘(j)_- 2, 
i.e. 
(r(j)+1)2”‘+‘‘-‘“‘-1 ~z(j+2)2'(j+l)-'(i)_2, 
It can be easily seen that M can organize the information on CY so that it will be able 
to move constantly to the right on the input u, while the simulation is carried out on 
the working tape Q! in a deterministic fashion. 
With the aid of A4 we are now able to construct a 3-o-TA I@ that accepts L. For 
any ILT = Oi l”, I@ mimics the operation of A4 on Mi and c in its first working tape 
Q (i.e. simulates on Q! all possible runs of Mi on u). For each n 2 1, after phase it of the 
simulation (corresponding to level yt + 1 of the tree), G adds to the right of the 
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non-blank prefix of its second working tape p, a word y, of length 2”, which is derived 
from the new 2” blocks which were written by a, on tape a! in phase n. Specifically, 
Yn =nzn i=1 cj, where for each j, Cj equals ‘b’ in case the jth block written at phase n 
contains a state from the designated state set of Mi; otherwise, if the state is outside 
the designated set, or if the block contains X, ci equals ‘a’. Each phase n in the 
simulation of Mi on CT and the corresponding addition of the word yn on /3 is followed 
by a step of simulation of the w-TA MLN that 2-accepts LN, with the word written on 
p regarded as input. 
Define the designated state of a to be that of MLN. It follows that 0’1” is not in 
7’2(Mi) iff in M, during the simulation in parallel of all possible runs of Mi on 0’ I”, as 
described above, the o-word generated on /3 belongs to LN, i.e. if and only if 
0’1” E Tz(l\;i). Hence, 7’@) = L. 
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